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Abstract
CIELAB is commonly used in design as it provides a simple method for approximating color difference. However, these
approximations model color perception under laboratory conditions, with correctly calibrated displays and carefully constrained
viewing environments that are not reflective of complexity of viewing conditions encountered in the real world. In this paper, we
present a data-driven engineering model for parametric color
difference that extends CIELAB to be more broadly applicable
to real-world conditions. Our model can be tuned to a desired
range of viewers and conditions using a simple modeling procedure, while minimally increasing the complexity of the model. We
demonstrate our approach empirically by modeling color differences for the web by leveraging crowdsourced participants.

Introduction
Color difference models are often used in design applications
to predict how noticeably two colors will differ. These models
serve several purposes, such as determining sets of colors that are
subtly different (Fig. 1); however, they model perception under
laboratory conditions, with correctly calibrated displays and constrained viewing environments. Given the rapid proliferation of
visual content on the web and the increasing mobility of digital
devices, visual media is becoming increasingly diverse, making
factors that influence color difference perception, such as lighting conditions and display properties, highly variable in everyday
viewing. Existing color difference models, while powerful descriptors of human vision, do not consider this variability, limiting
their utility in design.
CIELAB is commonly used in design scenarios as it offers a
∗ ).
color difference formulation based on Euclidean distance (∆Eab
This metric is not as accurate as other appearance models, such
as CIECAM02 [1], but its simplicity makes it practical for design. In this work, we present an approach to adapt CIELAB to
model color difference perception for real-world viewing populations that preserves its simplicity. As the range of viewing factors
in these populations is too complex to model each independently,
we capture these factors in aggregate by sampling difference perception across target viewers and use these samples to derive scaling factors for CIELAB.
The resulting model parameterizes CIELAB with respect to a
given population and desired level of noticeable difference. Providing a parametric model tuned empirically to the target population exchanges the ability to make exacting claims about perceptual mechanism to instead create an engineering model that
captures color difference in practice. This engineering model has
several desirable properties for designers. It is parametric as it
can be tuned to reflect a desired range of viewers and conditions.
It is data-driven as it derives these parameters from observations
under the target viewing conditions, yet practical as this data can
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Figure 1.

Visualizations often use color sets with large numbers of subtly

distinct colors for encoding quantitative data. We develop an engineering
model that offers insight into the discriminability of different candidate color
sets for their target audience to help guide design.

be collected quickly using a simple task and requires only small
modifications to common design metrics. Additionally, the model
explicitly considers the probabilistic nature of the data, providing
designers simple controls for defining how “noticeable” their desired color difference will be. We use this approach to model and
validate discriminability on the web, using crowdsourced participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk—a web-based platform
that has gained popularity for quantitative experiments involving
real-world participants. The resulting model provides an empirically validated metric for just-noticeable color difference for web
content that aligns with common designer intuitions.
Contributions: We introduce an engineering model for color difference that adapts CIELab to diverse viewing conditions using a
relatively small amount of data. We present a procedure for deriving model parameters from limited experiments and apply the
model to quantify discriminability for web applications.

Related Work
CIELAB was designed such that one unit of Euclidean distance equals one just-noticeable color difference (JND). However,
prior work suggests that this may be an overly optimistic estimate.
Several experiments have quantified just-noticeable color differences for CIELAB, such as the empirical benchmark from Mahy
∗ = 2.3) [2]. These studies also
et al. we use in this study (∆Eab
demonstrate that CIELAB is not fully perceptually uniform even
under ideal conditions [3]. Revised models of color difference
∗ and CIEDE2000
have been developed for CIELAB, such as ∆E94
[4], that account for these nonuniformities using hue and chroma
(see [5] for a survey). However, these models tend be more math∗
ematically complicated and less intuitive than the Euclidean ∆Eab
metric, improving accuracy at the expense of simplicity. Because
∗ in practice [3].
of this trade-off, designers commonly use ∆Eab

Existing CIELAB distance metrics quantify difference under
laboratory conditions: lighting, display parameters (e.g. gamma
and peak outputs), viewer position, and surround are all controlled. However, these factors substantially impact color difference perception [6, 7, 8]. Some efforts have attempted to account
for variation caused by individual viewing factors [9, 10, 11], but
do not consider interactions between factors. More general models exist for specific contexts [12, 13], but it is unclear how well
these models generalize beyond their target applications. Our goal
is to provide a color difference model that can be readily tuned
to different environments and offers designers control over discriminability within those environments. We do this using a datadriven model sampled under the target conditions (e.g. mobile
devices or clinical settings). With this approach, we do not need
to consider each factor independently, but rather can account for
expected variation factors in a more manageable way.
Crowdsourcing has greatly increased the feasibility of collecting data for diverse sets of viewers. Crowdsourced color studies can generate the same general insights as equivalent laboratory
experiments [14, 15]. By conducting data collection via the web,
crowdsourcing offers easy access to a large, low-cost participant
pool under natural conditions, such as at home or at work. For
this study, we used Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to explore our
modeling approach. Mechanical Turk has been shown to produce
reliable results for quantitative evaluations of design techniques
involving diverse participant pools [16]. We use our modeling
technique to explore color difference for the web, taking advantage of the diversity of users on Mechanical Turk and compare
these results to known color difference benchmarks.

A Parametric Color Difference Model
Our color modeling methodology builds on the CIELAB
color difference model. CIELAB provides an effective approximation of color perception to create a space that is relatively
perceptually uniform, yet sufficiently practical to use. The color
space was designed such that the following assumptions hold [3]:
A1: The axes are perceptually orthogonal, so they may be treated
independently.
∗ ) is an effective metric for perA2: Euclidean distance (∆Eab
ceived color difference.
A3: The axes are perceptually uniform: differences at the higher
end of the scale and lower end of the scale are the same.
A4: The axes are scaled such that one unit along any axis corresponds to one just-noticeable difference.
While prior work shows that these assumptions do not always
hold, they are still frequently assumed in design as they exchange
a small amount of perceptual accuracy for a degree of practicality desirable for many design applications. This trade-off is often worthwhile for all but A4, which is generally addressed using
non-empirical intuitions.
Our model aims to empirically adapt CIELAB such that A4
holds for the designer’s desired definition of “just noticable.” Accepting the first three assumptions allows us to do so using a simple extension to the CIELAB model. We model discriminability
along each axis independently on the basis of A1, which has the
added benefit of empirically correcting any imbalance between
lightness and chroma. A1 and A3 collectively allow us to determine a single scaling factor for each axis, denoted as NDL (p),

(a) Color Matching Stimulus

(b) Forced Choice Stimulus

Figure 2. Free-response color matching tasks provide insight into discriminability, but are of limited utility for probabilistic modeling. We use a forced
choice microtask to measure discriminability as a function of color difference.

NDa (p), and NDb (p), such that a difference of one unit along the
scaled axis is noticeable for p% of the target viewing population.
We derive these scaling factors using simple tasks to quickly measure discriminability across color differences for the target population and model this discriminability linearly. We use these scaling factors to normalize each color axis of CIELAB according to
the designer’s desired discriminability threshold using only one
multiplication for each axis.
The resulting adapted color model meets our desired goals: it
is parametric, as the scaling factors can adapt to the viewing conditions; it is data-driven, as these parameters can be determined
empirically from observations of the color difference; it is practical, as data collection can be done quickly and easily and model
computations require only three multiplications beyond the standard CIELAB computation; and it is probabilistic, as we can dynamically define our desired noticeable differences and adjust the
model accordingly. We confirm our approach by modeling color
difference perception for the web. The subsequent sections discuss three studies that construct and validate this example model.
The first describes a color matching pilot that provides insight
into our modeling assumptions. The second illustrates our data
collection and model construction methods. The third validates
this model on 161 web viewers.

Insight from a Color Matching Task
Color difference is commonly measured using a freeresponse color matching task, where participants manually adjust
a stimulus color to match a given reference color [17, 7]. The adjusted response colors provide a distribution of colors that appear
to match the stimulus color. This procedure, akin to Maxwell’s
color matching experiments [3], has been used to measure JND
for cross-media applications and provides substantial insight into
color difference across color space.
We conducted a crowdsourced color matching experiment
on Mechanical Turk to verify our modeling assumptions. Participants saw a 2◦ colored reference square centered on a 500 pixelwide white background with a slider that adjusted the color of
a second stimulus square (Fig. 2(a)) and were instructed to drag
the slider until the adjusted color matched the reference color as
closely as possible. Tested colors were sampled from the Swedish
Natural Color System primaries [18] and varied at equal intervals
along each axis of CIELAB within the gamut defined by γ = 2.2
and a D65 whitepoint [19], resulting in 24 distinct colors per axis.
Our modeling procedure uses a constant gamma and whitepoint
as, in practice, designers cannot feasibly adjust content to such
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Figure 3. Mean error for the color matching task. Web viewing discriminability thresholds exceed existing benchmarks and may vary between axes.

display-dependent conditions. By holding these factors constant
and measuring difference perception across multiple displays, we
parameterize color difference for design using only information
immediately available to designers. To simplify the color matching task for Turk workers who may be unfamiliar with CIELAB,
participants were shown only one slider, corresponding to one
axis of CIELAB (L∗ , a∗ , or b∗ ), as in [20, 7]. The slider displayed
the full color range within the gamut along the tested axis through
the reference color. Axis was a between-participants factor.
We recruited 48 participants (16 per axis, 33 female, 15
male) from age 18 to 61 (µ = 34.32, σ = 13.22) with normal or
corrected-to-normal vision and no color vision deficiencies. Participants were screened for color-vision deficiencies using five
digital renderings of Ishihara plates [21] and asked self-report
their approximate distance from the monitor, which was used
in conjunction with DPI to compute the size of the 2◦ stimulus
square. They completed a simplified tutorial to test task understanding and then asked to complete the color matching task for
each of the 24 reference colors described above in a random order.
Participants were given unlimited time for each response.
We analyzed the difference between response and reference
colors (error) using a two-way ANCOVA (reference color and
tested axis) with display distance and question order as covariates to account for interparticipant variation. Our results confirm
that color difference perception is reduced on the web: per-axis
mean errors (µL = 3.21, µa = 3.03, µb = 4.33, Fig. 3) were sig∗ = 1.0) and
nificantly larger than both the theoretical JND (∆Eab
∗ = 2.3), suggesting that existing
our empirical benchmark (∆Eab
metrics underestimate color difference for the web. Error varied significantly between axes (F(2, 997) = 11.2693, p < .0001), but
not within axes (FL (1, 871) = 1.6072, pL = .2052; Fa (1, 862) = 1.8942,
pa = .1691; Fb (1, 755) = 0.1875, pb = .6651). These findings support
A3, but suggest that each axis should be modeled independently.
However, these results do not provide probabilistic insight
into color discriminability— the adjusted colors identify a window of indiscriminable colors around a given reference, but do
not capture how likely it is that these colors will appear distinct
from the reference for different viewers. Without controlled insight into the likelihood that colors will appear different, designers cannot tune the model to their desired application settings. In
the next section, we propose a task model which addresses this
limitation in order to quantify the likelihood distribution of color
differences for a target population and allows us to collect this
data quickly and efficiently.

While the slider task provides insight into color difference
perception, it suffers from a number of limitations. One limitation unique to crowdsourcing is that the sliders essentially provide continuous responses. Participants seek to complete a large
number of tasks as quickly as possible to maximize their overall
reward. For continuous response tasks, participants can optimize
their time by providing answers that are “close enough” rather
than taking the time to respond as accurately as possible.
Effective crowdsourced studies use a microtask model, providing simple tasks that require roughly as much time to answer
accurately as to answer “close enough” [16]. We designed a data
collection microtask to measure how frequently colors appear to
be different at specific color differences (discriminability rate)
and use this measure to parameterize our color difference model.
The task is a binary forced choice comparison of two colored
squares based on the method of constant stimuli [22] (Fig. 2(b)).
The squares differed in color by a controlled amount along one
axis. Participants were asked whether the squares appeared to be
the same color or different colors. We can quantify discriminability as a probabilistic function of color difference for our sample
population by measuring how frequently the squares appeared to
be different colors at different levels of color difference. We can
also obtain a large amount of discriminability data efficiently: median response time for was 5.8 seconds per color pair.

Sampling Method
We can use the above microtask model to estimate per-axis
scaling parameters (NDL (p), NDa (p), and NDb (p)) representing
the color differences along each axis perceived by p% of the target
population. We computed these parameters for our web viewing
model through a crowdsourced experiment involving 75 participants (37 female, 38 male) age 19 to 56 (µ = 31.05, σ = 9.75)
with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no color vision deficiencies. Participants were asked to directly compare two 2◦
squares placed at opposite ends of a 8◦ white plane (Fig. 2(b)).
One square was colored using a reference color randomly selected
from a set of 316 colors from L∗ = 10 to L∗ = 90 evenly sampled
from the CIELAB color space and within the color gamut defined by a standard PC gamma and whitepoint (γ = 2.2 and D65
whitepoint)[19]. The color of the second square differed from the
reference color by a controlled amount along exactly one color
∗ sampled at 0.5 ∆E ∗ increments).
axis (between 2.5 and 8.5 ∆Eab
ab
Forced choice tasks are vulnerable to gamed responses: participants could provide random answers to complete the study
quickly. To help mitigate such gaming and also to unbias the stimulus set, we included 20 stimuli with identically colored squares
and two with obviously different colors. Three participants answered less than 65% of the same-color questions or one extreme
difference correctly and were excluded from our analyses.
Participants were first screened for color vision deficiencies
using digital renderings of Ishihara plates [21] and self-reported
their distance from the display. They then completed three tutorial questions to ensure their understanding of our definition of
“same” and “different” colors—two colors that varied in hue, two
that varied in luminance, and two identical colors—and could not
proceed until each was answered correctly. Participants were then
shown a sequence of 61 stimuli (39 modeling stimuli and 22 validation stimuli) in a random order, with each reference color ap-
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An illustration of our modeling approach. A linear model (red) is fitted to the rate of ’different’ responses across measured differences and forced

.0001; Fa (1, 2846) = 163.0631, pa < .0001; Fb (1, 2846) = 148.5278,
pb < .0001). Discriminability also varied significantly between
tested axes (F(2, 2846) = 3.1380, p = .0244). Reference color L∗
significantly influenced discriminability (F(1, 2846) = 17.3941, p <
.0001), but the effect was small—the lightest colors were 0.3%

more discriminable than the darkest. We found no significant effects of reference a∗ or b∗ .

To derive the parameters of our engineering model, we create
linear models of this sampled discriminability data. These models express the sampled discriminability rates as a linear function of color difference for each axis of CIELab on the basis of
A1 and A3 (Fig. 4). While identical colors should always have a
discriminability rate of zero, sampling error can introduce noise
that skews these linear models. To correct for such discrepancies, we construct the models with intercepts forced through zero
and further account for sampling errors by treating interparticipant variability as a random factor. Likewise, these models are
only fit to data below the upper bound of discriminability (e.g
where tested differences are not immediately perceivable; dark
blue in Fig. 4(a)), a point referred to as the knee [23].
The resulting models have the form p = Vx d where x is the
color axis, p is the desired discriminability rate, Vx is the slope
∗ .We derive the
of the model, and d is the color difference in ∆Eab
parameters NDx (p) of the engineering model using the function
(1)

Assuming A3 holds, we can divide color difference along
each axis by NDx (p) to renormalize CIELAB such that p% of
people modeled under our target conditions will detect color differences at ∆E p = 1. Given two colors (L1∗ , a∗1 , b∗1 ) and (L2∗ , a∗2 ,
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Figure 5. Models can be generated using a relatively few samples. As the
number of samples increases, the confidence in model increases, but the
parameters estimated by the model remain roughly constant.

∗ can be adapted to the viewing population as:
b∗2 ), ∆Eab

√
∆E p =

Parameterizing CIELAB

NDx (p) = p/Vx
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pearing twice and each color axis × color difference once. A
two-second grey screen separated subsequent stimuli to minimize
adaptation effects. Participants had unlimited time to respond.
We analyzed discriminability rates using a three-way ANCOVA (reference color, tested axis, and magnitude of difference)
with display distance and question order as covariates to account
for interparticipant variation. The magnitude of color difference
significantly affected discriminability (FL (1, 2846) = 169.0197, pL <
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through zero to account for sampling. Only color differences where discriminability changes with distance are modeled (dark blue).
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For our crowdsourced data, a traditional p = 50% JND maps
∗ , ND (50) = 5.26∆E ∗ or ND (50) =
to NDL (50) = 4.06∆Eab
a
b
ab
∗ on the web (Fig. 4), which roughly aligns with popu5.88 ∆Eab
lar designer intuitions. These color differences are notably larger
than the CIE standard (1.0) and laboratory benchmark (2.3). Also
unlike these benchmarks, these parameters vary for each axis.
We constructed models for 25, 50, and 75 participants (Fig.
5). These models yielded nearly identical parameter values, although the larger sample sizes provided greater statistical confidence in the parameters. This points to the practicality and reproducibility of our model: data from relatively few participants
sufficiently characterize the model, and this characterization remained consistent across groups.

Validating the Adapted Model
We wanted to confirm that the engineering model derived in
the previous section generalizes from the smaller tuning population to the larger target population and that it makes effective predictions when the color changes are not axis aligned. Our model
predicts that if two colors are ∆E p = 1.0 different, then the viewing population will perceive them as different p% of the time.
Colors with smaller ∆E p will be perceived as different less frequently, and larger ∆E p will be seen as different more frequently.
We validated these predictions empirically using a second, larger
group from the target population and a broader range of colors and

Discussion: Limitations and Applications
The core feature of our modeling approach is that it is empirical: we can tune the model parameters by sampling the target viewing population. A myriad of factors can influence color
difference perception, ranging from displays to viewing environments to the viewers themselves. Rather than trying to analyze
each potential factor, we instead capture their effects in aggregate
empirically. This allows our model to adapt to specific settings
if necessary: we can model senior citizens using tablets in dimly
lit cafes or students viewing projectors in classrooms by simply
sampling these populations to construct specific model instances.
The fact that we capture anisotropy in color difference perception
helps the models provide good predictive performance.
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color differences, including cross-axis differences. We collected
data from 182 crowdsourced participants (106 female, 76 male)
ages 18 to 64 (µ = 30.60, σ = 9.78) with normal vision and no
known CVD to evaluate the model.21 participants were excluded
for poor performance on the validation questions.
Our validation procedure modified the parameter sampling
task to include a broader range of colors and color differences.
Reference colors were sampled uniformly from CIELAB, but
more densely than in the parameter sampling task. Color differences were drawn from the error distributions of the color
matching experiment to create nine color difference levels per axis
(Fig. 6). For each stimuli, one difference level was applied to each
axis of the reference color to emphasize variation across multiple
axes. Difference level combinations were drawn randomly for
each participant and counterbalanced between participants. The
procedure otherwise matched the parameter sampling task.
Our findings validated the model predictions (Fig. 7). Tuning the model to p = 50% discriminability predicts that participants can distinguish colors with a difference of ∆E50 = 1 ± 0.125
as different roughly 50% of the time. Our validation data confirmed this prediction: colors at this difference were differentiable
in 49.81% of trials. These predictions are considerably better
than the CIELAB specification (∆Eab = 1.0) or our laboratory
benchmark [2] (∆Eab = 2.3), which were perceived as different
for 7% and 13% of samples respectively. Further, colors less than
∆E50 = 1 apart were consistently less discriminable, and more
distant colors were perceived as more discriminable.
Model predictions were robust across discriminability levels. For example, tuning the model to 80% discriminability
yields the parameters NDL (80%) = 6.5, NDa (80%) = 8.42, and
NDb (80%) = 9.41). Applying this to our validation data, our population identified colors at ∆E80 = 1.0 to be different in 80.62%
of trials, confirming the model predictions. Across models at all
discriminability levels, predictions were accurate to within 7% on
average, and within 3.5% for models with p ≥ 50%.
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Figure 7. Plotting the percentage of perceived matches against ∆E p tuned
to (a) p = 50% and (b) p = 80% differentiability for the crowdsourced model
shows that the model effectively predicts noticeable difference.

The data-driven nature of our model is both a strength and
limitation. Sampling quickly captures the specific conditions of a
population; however, it offers no insight into how well an adapted
model transfers between target populations. The efficiency of the
microtask modeling approach helps alleviate this concern: large
amounts of data can be collected quickly from a lay population.
An additional limitation of this sampling method is that it does
not characterize specific local viewing factors, such as gamma,
ambient lighting, peak color output, and whitepoint. While this
is a significant limitation from a colorimetry standpoint, it is a
strength from a design standpoint as designers using color difference for cross-media applications do not necessarily have access
to these variables when creating visual content; assuming constant
parameters mirrors what designers do in practice.
Aspects of stimulus presentation, such as stimulus size and
background color, may effect the results. We are exploring these
issues [24], and, in practice, still expect our model to achieve reliable results. Also, we have only assessed a small number of
applications to date. However, the fact that our approach works
well on the challenging case of the web makes us optimistic that

it will be effective in other scenarios. We hope to explore new
scenarios, such as mobile devices, in future work.
Color difference models are useful in a wide range of design applications including marketing, graphic design, digital art,
watermarking [25], and visualization [26]. As displays become
increasingly mobile, designers must consider a broader range
of conditions and devices when designing for such applications.
Metrics for color difference in design need to consider how to generalize laboratory models to fit these real-world design requirements. Our parametric color difference model attempts to capture
real-world perceptions for specific populations using a relatively
small amount of data. Our model also helps normalize color difference between color axes in practice, for example, to balance
lightness and chroma for color map construction in visualization.
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[15]
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[17]

Conclusion
In this work, we present an engineering model of color difference for applications in design. This model attempts to account
for variation in viewing condition by reparameterizing CIELab
using data sampled directly from a target viewing population.
This approach allows us to account for the broad variety of factors
encountered in modern design scenarios by creating a model that
is parametric, data-driven, probabilistic, and practical.
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